Declaration of Test Results

BSI hereby declares that the item described below has been tested by BSI and complies with the requirements of

BS EN/IEC 61386-23:2004 Clauses 7.6, 8.2, 9.1, 10.5, 10.7, 13.1.3, 14.1 and 14.2.2.2

The complete detail of the tests performed and the results are recorded in

BSI Test Report No: 286/7440063 Issue 3 Dated: 05 January 2010

Description of item tested

15 off 20mm diameter lengths of ☑️ flexible steel conduits (COT-KSM19-BSH) with end fittings (COT-HND142 and COT-B220NF/NM)
15 off 25mm diameter lengths of ☑️ flexible steel conduits (COT-KSM25-BSH) with end fittings (COT-HND142, COT-B401 and COT-B225NF/NM)
15 off 20mm diameter lengths of ☑️ flexible PVC coated steel conduits (COT-KSPS20-BSH) with end fittings (COT-HND142 and COT-B220NF/NM)
15 off 25mm diameter lengths of ☑️ flexible PVC coated steel conduits (COT-KSPS25-BSH) with end fittings (COT-HND142, COT-B401 and COT-B225NF/NM)

Submitted by: Many Folk Enterprises Limited
Flat F, 13/F, Golden Plaza
745-7 Nathan Road
Kowloon
Hong Kong

Declaration authorised by:

Title Principal Engineer

Date 05 January 2010

Attention is drawn to the conditions upon which this declaration is issued, namely:

1. This declaration does not indicate provide or imply any measure of Approval, Certification, Supervision, Control or Surveillance by BSI to this or any related product.

2. This Declaration applied only to the particular sample tested and to the specific tests carried out as detailed in the Report referred to above.

3. The general and specific conditions of the BSI, CP0322 apply in all respects. Copies of this leaflet are available on request.